Product sheet
S C H M E TZ I N S I D E

SWITCH ON AND
GET STARTED
VERITAS Josephine
The VERITAS Josephine is a robust and reliable companion for everyday life, and
with 23 variable stitches ideal for both elaborate sewing tasks and first creative
projects. With blind, stretch, and satin stitches, smooth seams can be made in
many materials, and thanks to the simple operation even complicated repair jobs
become fun.

www.veritas-sewing.com

The story

STUNNING
AND UNIQUE

The American dancer and singer Josephine Baker was known for her wild
dancing style. In the 1920s, she made the Charleston a sensation and left
enthusiastic people in the wake of her appearances all over the world. Her
unusual and stunning costumes, her creative power and spontaneity have
inspired countless women to creative excellence. She motivated us to develop the VERITAS Josephine.

Key features

Everything under lock and key
With the four stage buttonhole programme and the supplied buttonhole foot, the VERITAS Josephine sews uniform and neat buttonholes. Zippers are sewn easily with
the zipper foot, even in difficult places. When doing so,
the sewing feet can be changed with just one movement,
without screws or tools.

Versatile in use
The VERITAS Josephine is the perfect partner for all those who want
to sew more than just utility stitches, because it offers a range of
flexible stitches and decorative stitches for the finishing of fabrics.
It is one thing above all: highly productive. The 3-fold lockstitch
allows elastic - and at the same time strong - seams to be created,
and with the blind stitch - and some practice - wonderful hems.

Straightforward and convincing in operation
When it comes to ease of use, nothing beats the VERITAS Josephine! Quickly select stitches using the command dial. With the stitch overview printed on the housing, you can keep a constant overview of the available
stitching programmes, and thanks to the automatic thread tension, you can focus completely at all times on
sewing.

Summary

FEATURES AT
A GLANCE.
• 23 types of stitches
• 4-Stage automatic buttonhole function
• Maximum stitch length: 4.2 mm
• Maximum stitch width: 4.5 mm
• Speed (R.P.M.): 750 +/-50
• High torque for stiff materials
• Sewing zippers possible
• Automatic, vertical winding system
• Mending plate for embroidery
• Thread cutter
• Lightweight free arm
• Glare-free sewing light
• Adjustable presser foot pressure

Accessories
5 SCHMETZ needles
All-purpose presser foot
Zipper foot
Buttonhole foot
Button presser foot
Blind hem foot
Brush
Arrow separator
Oil bottle
3 spools
Embroidery and darning plate
Screwdriver
Edge ruler
Thread spool Cap
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